Skyrmions are emerging topological spin structures that are potentially revolutionary for future data storage and spintronics applications. The existence and stability of skyrmions in magnetic materials is usually associated to the presence of the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction (DMI) in bulk magnets or in magnetic thin films lacking inversion symmetry. While some methods have already been proposed to generate isolated skyrmions in thin films with DMI, a thorough study of the conditions under which the skyrmions will remain stable in order to be manipulated in an integrated spintronic device are still an open problem. The stability of such structures is believed to be a result of ideal combinations of perpendicular magnetic anisotropy (PMA), DMI and the interplay between geometry and magnetostatics. In the present work we show some micromagnetic results supporting previous experimental observations of magnetic skyrmions in spin-valve stacks with a wide range of DMI values. Using micromagnetic simulations of cobalt-based disks, we obtain the magnetic ground state configuration for several values of PMA, DMI and geometric parameters.
I. INTRODUCTION
Skyrmions are small size topological structures with very good mobility under spinpolarized currents that are being considered for use in future magnetic memories and devices in the emergent field already known as "Skyrmionics" [1] [2] [3] [4] . Their stability is a major issue regarding their application in devices, especially at room temperature, where knowledge of the conditions for skyrmion stability in the absence of external excitations (zero magnetic field, zero spin polarized electric current) is fundamental for applications in non-volatile data storage devices [5] [6] [7] . The existence of such spin structures is usually associated to the presence of the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction (DMI) in bulk magnets lacking inversion symmetry or in thin film structures grown on suitable substrates 8, 9 where the lack of translational symmetry across the interface (or across different layers in multilayer stacks), combined with the presence of heavy atoms with significant spin-orbit interaction in the substrate, give rise to a sizable DMI 10 . In analogy to other topological structures in magnetism, skyrmions are characterized by a topological charge related to the winding number, also known as the skyrmion number 3, 11 , which can assume the following values: Sk = +1 or −1, where the negative value corresponds to an anti-skyrmion. Practical applications of skyrmions remain a challenge, because in most cases they can only be observed in a limited choice of materials, generally at low temperatures and within narrow ranges of applied magnetic field.
Several methods have been proposed to generate isolated skyrmions in magnetic nanostructures with DMI, based both on micromagnetic simulations and on experimental results: a suitable combination of electrical current and applied magnetic field could drive skyrmions out of the edge of notches in nanowires 12 or from the edges of nanodisks 13 ; local heating by focused laser light can locally induce spin flipping, producing a skyrmion 14 ; overlying nanodisks in a vortex state can induce the formation of skyrmions in a magnetic film 15, 16 ; suitable combinations of perpendicular magnetic anisotropy constant, disk radius and disk thickness led to skyrmionic ground states in the absence of DMI 17 ; and domain wall pairs, driven by spin-polarized currents from a narrow nanowire towards a broad nanowire, continuously transform into skyrmions at the border between them 18 . Further experimental demonstrations of the feasibility of creating single skyrmions are found in Romming et al. 19 ,
where local spin-polarized currents from a STM tip are used to write and erase skyrmions in magnetic thin films at low temperatures; in ref. 20 , where the authors experimentally observed a stable skyrmion at room temperature in the absence of magnetic fields; in refs. 5 and 21 ;
and in ref. 22 , where stripe domains driven through constrictions by inhomogeneous currents are converted into skyrmions. Despite these efforts, an unequivocal, general-purpose way to generate and stabilize skyrmions in magnetic nanostructures without stringent requirements on temperature, applied current, DMI and magnetic anisotropy, is still lacking.
In this work we show that by judiciously tailoring the perpendicular magnetic anisotropy (PMA) and the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction (DMI) in Co-based magnetic disks, it is possible to stabilize skyrmions for certain combinations of these material parameters. In certain cases, the skyrmion may be stable even in the absence of DMI. In order to describe the magnetic configuration of similar samples and to find out the limits of applicability of the skyrmions eventually found within suitable ranges of DMI and PMA, we have analyzed micromagnetic simulations of Co films with the appropriate geometries and under the influence of different excitations: magnetic field, electric spin-polarized current and temperature.
The skyrmion numbers are calculated in all final states of the simulated structures, confirming the existence of isolated, stable Néel type (hedgehog, HG) or Bloch type (vortex-like, VL) skyrmions 23 in nanosize disks under certain conditions. In the following, phase diagrams obtained for different initial magnetic configurations of the disks, along with studies of skyrmion stability at finite temperature, under applied magnetic fields and spin-polarized currents, will be presented and discussed.
II. METHODS
The computational studies presented were done using the Mumax3 micromagnetic simulation package 24 . The simulated geometry consisted of a 2 nm thick disk with cobalt material parameters (A ex = 30 pJ/m, M sat = 1400 kA/m), 1 x 1 x 2 nm 3 simulation cells and α = 0.5, for fast relaxation. The perpendicular uniaxial anisotropy constant (K u ) and the interfaceinduced Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya exchange constant, D ex , were varied during the simulations in order to map combinations of these parameters that can lead to stable skyrmion ground states, with the probed ranges corresponding to typical experimental values found in the literature 10, 13 .
The disks were set to one of these three magnetization states prior to each simulation:
vortex-like (VL), hedgehog (HG) 13 or uniform perpendicular magnetization. Then, the nanodot magnetization is relaxed in the absence of applied magnetic fields or electrical currents, with the simulation temperature set to 0 or to 300 K. The diagrams show that 32 nm diameter disks only present a stable skyrmion ground state at 0 K for a few combinations of anisotropy constant and DMI, if the initial state is VL (the orange regions in Fig. 1, diagram (a) ). In the other scenarios tested (HG and uniform initial states), a skyrmion cannot be stabilized in the ground state within the ranges of anisotropy constant and DMI investigated. The phase diagrams of 64 and 128 nm disks
show that a more complex picture emerges when the disk size is increased. Broad regions with Sk = 1 ( Fig. 1(d In 128 nm disks ( Fig. 1 (g ), (h) and (i)), more complex diagrams were obtained, with stable skyrmion ground states occurring for several combinations of D ex and K u (orange regions) and for all initial conditions. In these diagrams, regions with |Sk| > 1 are present, being related to more complex multidomain structures stabilized when the simulation reaches equilibrium, as has already been reported by Sampaio et al. 13 and Zhou et al. The simulations starting with the disk in a uniform state ( film, where an analytical solution of the micromagnetic problem is possible, and yields the following expression for the skyrmion core radius 29 : where D c = 4 √ AK/π is the critical DMI energy constant above which domain walls will appear in an infinite film 29 and ∆ = A/K is the theoretical domain wall width parameter.
The results show that the core radius tends to fall around the same average value, corresponding to 60% of the disk radius, regardless of disk size, a result of the confinement effect imposed by the disk finite diameter 13, 29 . Furthermore, the radius evolution with D ex is the same for all initial conditions and temperatures, indicating the dominance of the DMI in the formation and stability of these spin structures. Notably, within the stability ranges, temperature does not alter significantly the radius of skyrmions in the disks. As expected, the skyrmion radius increases with DMI strength 29 , but in this case it saturates due to the confinement effect. Figs. 8 and 9 also show the edge effect on the skyrmion radius as a slight decrease in the skyrmion core radius before its disappearance for high DMI values.
Due to confinement inside the disk, the skyrmion radius is limited by the edges and decreases slightly before the skyrmion transitions to more complex non-collinear structures favored by the higher DMI 7,13,29 . Finally, the finite temperature partially suppresses, but does not eliminate, the zero-DMI skyrmion ground states of 128 nm disks (Figs. 6(b) and 7(b)).
D. Skyrmion stability under applied magnetic fields
The stability of the skyrmion ground states achieved in 64 and 128 nm disks was tested against out-of-plane magnetic fields by applying positive and negative (parallel/antiparallel to skyrmion core magnetization) magnetic field on the disks. The field magnitude is increased in 10 Oe steps from 0 Oe to the critical value (H crit,+− ) where skyrmion annihilation is observed. These tests were done both at T = 0 K and T = 300 K. At T = 0 K, a conjugate gradient energy minimization routine is used at each field step, but for T = 300 K this routine is not available in mumax3, so each field step must be applied during a fixed time ( > ∼ 5 ns).
For fields parallel to the skyrmion core (positive fields), the diameter of the skyrmion core always increases, until a critical value (H crit,+ ) where the skyrmion core touches an edge of the disk and forms a highly unstable domain wall that quickly disappears (Fig. 10) . Interestingly, for higher values of DMI, the skyrmion would in some cases evolve towards a 360 remain in this highly stable configuration at a fixed value of field, only reaching the uniform state for much larger fields. When negative fields are applied, the skyrmion core shrinks continuously until its complete disappearance at H crit,− , as shown in Fig. 10 . Noticeably, the magnitude of the negative critical fields for skyrmion annihilation are substantially larger in a few cases: ranges, they are much less stable than HG skyrmions, being easily destroyed by out-of-plane fields as low as 230 Oe, while the lowest annihilation field of an HG skyrmion is 680 Oe.
At room temperature (T = 300 K), the same overall behavior is observed: positive fields lead to skyrmion annihilation after its core reaches the disk edge and negative fields shrink the core until it disappears, the former process occurring at lower field magnitudes than the latter. When compared to 0 K, all the critical field magnitudes at 300 K are lower. The critical fields are shown in Table I , and their dependence with DMI in shown in Fig. 11 . For both disk sizes, the annihilation fields are lower at 300 K, but this reduction is drastic (two orders of magnitude) for 64 nm disks, evidencing a much lower energy barrier separating the skyrmion state from the uniform state at this size. Another interesting fact observed in 64 nm disks is that the asymmetry between positive and negative critical fields vanishes at 300 K . and its magnitude was increased in 0.005 TA/m 2 steps until the critical current density for skyrmion annihilation, J crit,+− , was reached (Fig. 12) . For 64 nm skyrmions at 300
K, the applied currents had to be drastically reduced (several orders of magnitude) due to the extreme instability of the skyrmions under electric current in these samples at room temperature.
For both disk diameters it was observed that, for low DMI, HG skyrmions always tend to a VL structure, regardless of the current sense (Figs. 12; similar transformations of skyrmion structure under applied currents have been previously reported 28, 35 ). At T = 0 K, positive currents (negative electron flow) cause the skyrmion core diameter to increase until annihilation, which occurs after the core touches the disk edge, forming an unstable domain wall, in analogy to the field-driven annihilation process previously observed. For negative currents, the skyrmion core diameter shrinks until its disappearance, which happens at critical currents with magnitudes much larger than the positive critical currents (again, and DMI values within the investigated ranges not feasible at room temperature. Finally, it is interesting to note that the skyrmion shrinking or expansion process under current (or magnetic field) is reversible, with the skyrmion returning to its original diameter once the current (or field) is removed. On the other hand, the skyrmion annihilation process is always irreversible, which means that if the current (or field) is removed after annihilation, the disk remains in a uniform state. 32 nm disks could only sustain a stable skyrmion a few cases, always at T = 0 K, while 64 and 128 nm disks had more combinations of K u and D ex for which a skyrmion ground state was stable, both at 0 K and 300 K. These ground states were always stable in the absence the interface-induced DMI employed in the simulations.
The skyrmion ground states observed can be quite stable under out-of-plane magnetic fields or spin-polarized currents. For positive fields/currents, the edge of the disk plays a major role in skyrmion annihilation, since the increase is its diameter eventually causes its border to touch the disk edge, leading to annihilation. For negative fields/currents, the critical fields/currents for skyrmion annihilation are much larger, because in this case their sense is antiparallel to the skyrmion core magnetization, effectively squeezing it and increasing the magnetostatic repulsion between the skyrmion walls. Finite temperatures introduce thermal agitation that tends to narrow stability regions in the phase diagrams, and to decrease the absolute values of the critical annihilation fields/currents. This is critical in the 64 nm disks, where it was observed that the skyrmions are easily destroyed by very small field/currents at room temperature. So, despite the larger skyrmion stability regions observed in their phase diagrams, 64 nm disks are less interesting for room temperature devices relying on magnetic fields or electrical currents for their operation. It is important to stress that in all these simulations defects in the samples were not considered. Structural defects commonly found in magnetic thin film-based nanostructures can introduce fluctuations in K u or D ex , which lead to pinning and complex magnetization dynamics such as domain wall creep [36] [37] [38] .
Defects are known to pin skyrmions in nanostructures 20 , but the effects of fluctuations in anisotropy or DMI on their formation and stability is still, to our knowledge, unknown, and could play a major role in their statics and dynamics. These results show that the conditions for skyrmion stability in a single magnetic disk demand a high degree of refinement in multilayer engineering and magnetic nanostructure fabrication, especially for room temperature applications, where achieving the right combination of K u , DMI and diameter is paramount.
